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ABSTRACT
Active learning and semi-supervised learning are important machine learning tech-
niques when labeled data is scarce or expensive to obtain. Instead of passively taking
the training samples provided by the users, a model could be designed to actively seek
the most informative samples for training. We employ a graph based semi-supervised
learning method where each video shot is represented by a node in the graph and they
are connected with edges weighted by their similarities. The objective is to define a
function that assigns a score to each node such that similar nodes have similar scores
and the function is smooth over the graph. Scores of labeled samples are constrained
to be their labels (0 or 1) and the scores of unlabeled samples are obtained through
score propagation over the graph. Then we propose two fusion methods to combine
multiple graphs associated with different features in order to incorporate different
modalities of video feature. We apply active learning methods to select the most in-
formative samples according to the graph structure and the current state of learning
model. For highly imbalanced data set, the active learning strategy selects samples
that are most likely to be positive to improve learning model’s performance. We
present experiment results on Corel image data set and TRECVID 2007 video col-
lection to demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-graph based active learning method.
The result on TRECVID data set shows that multi-graph based active learning could
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The amount of multimedia data has grown significantly over the years. Together
with this growth is the ever-increasing need to effectively represent, organize and
retrieve this vast pool of multimedia contents, especially for videos. Although a lot
of efforts have been devoted to developing efficient video content retrieval systems,
most current commercial video search systems, such as Youtube, still use standard
text retrieval methods with the help of text tags for indexing and retrieval of videos
[19]. In content-based video retrieval (CBVR), a big challenge is that users’ queries
could be very complex and there is no obvious way to connect the various pieces
of information about a video to their high level semantic meanings, known as the
semantic gap. A fundamental difference between video retrieval and text retrieval is
that text representation is directly related to human interpretations and there is no
gap between the semantic meaning and representation of text. When a user search
for the word ”sky” in a collection of text documents, documents containing the word
could be identified and returned to the user. However, when a user searches for ”sky”
in videos, it is not obvious how to decide whether a video contains sky. We first
briefly introduce the characteristics of video data.
1
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1.1 Characteristics of video data
There are two main components of video data: a sequence of frames with accompa-
nying audio. Each frame is an image and all the visual features of an image can be
extracted. Currently the most common primitive information we could extract from
a video falls into the following categories: visual features, text features and motion
features.
• Visual features Visual features are extracted from key frames of a video shot.
Some of the most common visual features that can be extracted include color
moments, color histogram, color coherence vector, color correlogram, edge his-
togram, and texture information. A more detailed treatment about the visual
features can be found in [21]. Using only visual features for video retrieval
transforms a video retrieval problem into an image retrieval problem, yet more
difficult because of the noise in video key frames. Moreover, while using all
frames for retrieval is infeasible, it remains an open problem how to select the
most representative frames for video retrieval.
• Text features For certain type of information oriented videos such as news or
documentary videos, we can extract useful text features by performing auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) from video sound tracks. These text features
play a very important role in video retrieval, especially for news video retrieval
[25]. ASR text extracted from news videos is usually highly related to the visual
contents and could help to identify potential segments of the video that contain
the visual target content. For videos in languages other than English, a foreign
language ASR is often accompanied by machine translation (MT) to translate
the text to English before further processing. Because of the errors in ASR and
machine translation, video in foreign languages tend to have low quality ASR
text, and hence are generally more difficult to retrieve than English videos.
• Motion features Motion features are especially useful for queries about iden-
tify an action or a moving object, for example, identify fight scenes in a video,
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or look for shots with a train leaving the platform. There are statistical mo-
tion features and object-based motion features [33]. Each has its respective
strengths and drawbacks. While statistical motion features are fast to compute
and less expensive, they do not provide information about relational features.
Objet-based motion features correspond well to human perception but it has to
cope with the well known and difficult problem of object segmentation.
Those unique aspects of video data suggest the use of multi-modality retrieval
methods. However, understanding what an image is about is already a notoriously
difficult problem [31]. On one hand, video retrieval systems could leverage knowledge
in image retrieval for key frame search. On the other hand, video retrieval systems
must make good use of other video features.
1.2 General framework of video retrieval systems
Query formulation
Depending on the design of a video retrieval system, it may support different types
of query methods. Broadly speaking, queries can be one of the three types:
• Query by natural language
• Query by example
• Query by keywords
Now we consider a typical video search scenario. When a user want to find shots
of an interview of George Bush, he could query the system with natural language
text query, such as ”find shot with George Bush in an interview”. In this case, the
system must first process the natural language query to understand the query target.
In query by example, a query could also be an image or a video shot, so the user could
provide the system with a photo of George Bush in an interview or a video clip. The
system can then look for similar videos in the database. To query by keywords, the
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Figure 1.1: Framework for an interactive video search system
user could formulate the query with a set of pre-defined concepts that are supported
by the system, such as indoor, interview, and George Bush.
System components
After a query is presented, the system needs to return the user a ranked list of
retrieval results. In a fully automatic search setting, a system need to first find a
set of relevant training samples if that is not available. Then a learning algorithm
will learn from the training samples and decide which are the relevant shots from the
candidate video data set. Because of the intrinsic difficulties in video data retrieval,
the performance of fully automatic systems has not been very satisfactory [25] [31].
Therefore, recent trend of research is towards getting help from the user: designing
interactive retrieval systems where users could provide feedbacks to improve the sys-
tem’s performance. An illustration of interactive video retrieval system is shown in
Figure 1.1.
An interactive video retrieval has two main components:
• Learning algorithm Learning algorithm is the backbone of an interactive
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video retrieval system. Video retrieval systems must draw on knowledge from
machine learning, data mining and information retrieval to develop effective
learning algorithm [19]. In this report, we will present some of the most widely
applied retrieval/classification models.
• Interactive strategy Depending on the objective, an interactive retrieval sys-
tem could use different interactive strategies. For example, an extremely ef-
ficient user interface would facilitate users to browse as many video shots as
possible for annotation task [5]. Active learning strategies or relevance feed-
back strategies would help developing a more accurate model.
1.3 Active learning for interactive video retrieval
A learning algorithm learns from labeled training data and predicts the outcome on
the unlabeled data. In video retrieval, labeled video data are very limited because
obtaining labels for video shots is an error-prone and expensive task. Semi-supervised
learning combined with active learning is an important technique when labeled data
are scarce or expensive to obtain. Instead of passively letting the users to provide
training samples, a model could be designed to actively select samples to ask the user
for labels. Active learning strategy could minimize users’ labeling effort by selecting
only the most ”informative” samples for the current learning models. Figure 1.2
shows the framework of an interactive video retrieval system with active learning.
Problem definition
The aim of the project is to design an interactive video retrieval system with
active learning that addresses the following key challenges in video retrieval
• How to incorporate multi-modality features? In many existing video re-
trieval systems, text features play an important role because text search is much
more advanced than image or video search. Especially for news video search,
where text features are rich and descriptive, text search has been formed to be
highly effective. However, for general videos, such as variety shows and TV pro-











Figure 1.2: Framework for an interactive video search system with active
learning
grams, text feature cannot provide helpful results even to use as starting point
for later reranking. It remains an open question on how to effectively make use
of multi-modality features of video data. There are two design choices: per-
forming early fusion or late fusion. By early fusion, we mean pre-processing the
features and use them in a single learning model. Late fusion refers to the prac-
tice of training separate learning models with each feature set before combining
the results of those models. We consider early fusion a potentially more efficient
approach since the cost of training multiple learning models could be saved and
we do not need to tune the parameters for the fusion stage. However, there is
no obvious answer on how to perform early fusion. A simple concatenation of
all the features into one big feature vector will not work well because first of all,
the dimensionality of the feature vector will be much too high, and secondly,
this cannot truly reflect the structure of the data.
• Class imbalance problem A very challenging issue in video retrieval is how to
handle the highly imbalance class distribution. For a typical retrieval task, the
number of relevant shots is far less than that of irrelevant shots. For example, in
TRECVID 2007 video search task, there are usually less than 300 relevant shots
among more than 18,000 shots, merely 1.7%. This imbalanced distribution poses
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two major problems at the same time. On one hand, it would be more difficult
to obtain positive training samples, which is essential in training the learning
model. On the other hand, it degrades the performance of learning models,
especially for classification models. Therefore, the active learning strategy we
aim to design must handle this problem. It should be able to identify as many
relevant shots as possible to facilitate the training of learning model.
• Active learning for ranking Most active learning methods focus on how to
choose the most informative samples for a classification model and very few
aims to select the most informative sample for ranking scenario [19]. We will
look into active learning for optimizing ranking metric in this project.
• Scalabilty While tackling all the above problem and designing suitable learn-
ing model and active learning strategy, we need to always keep in mind the
scalability problem for video retrieval. Not all techniques from image and text
retrieval areas can be applied directly into video retrieval because of the size
of the data set and the dimensionality of data. Video retrieval systems must
be able to handle a large set of high dimensional data. Moreover, as active
learning will be used in an interactive video retrieval system, there are also
constraints on response time. This challenge means that the algorithms must
be computationally very efficient.
In this project, we develop a multi-graph based active learning strategy for inter-
active video retrieval which makes use of multi-modality features while tackling the
imbalanced class distribution problem. The active learning strategy minimizes users’
effort in providing labels for video and it is computationally efficient to be applicable
for interactive systems.
Main contribution of the project is a novel multi-graph based active learning
strategy that maximizes average precision while tackling the problem of very limited
positive training samples. Experiments on the TRECVID 2007 data set have shown
the proposed framework to be effective with better performance compared to SVM
based active learning and other state-of-the-arts interactive video retrieval systems.
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1.4 Organization of report
In chapter 2, we present a literature survey on related work on interactive video
retrieval. In chapter 3, we introduce a semi-supervised graph-based method: Gaussian
random fields and harmonic functions. We also discuss different fusion methods
for multi-graph extensions. In chapter 4, we propose active learning strategies for
graph-based learning. The overall system design is presented in Chapter 5. Various
experiments together with analysis of experiment results are in Chapter 6. Finally,
we give a conclusion of the project in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Related work
2.1 Learning algorithms for video retrieval
A video retrieval problem can be modeled as a binary classification problem where
a classifier needs to decide whether a video shot is relevant or not to a given query.
The output of a classification algorithm is a set of predicted labels for the video data
instead of a ranked list. There are also methods proposed to convert binary labels
to continuous ranking scores. If we model a retrieval problem as a ranking problem
then the learning algorithm will need to return a ranking score for each video data.
Video retrieval systems make use of knowledge from machine learning, data mining
and information retrieval areas to find suitable learning algorithms. There are many
machine learning algorithms available. In this section, we will present some of the
widely applied learning algorithms for multimedia data retrieval.
2.1.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most widely used machine learning appli-
cation. Many studies on text classification, image annotation and video classification,
etc have demonstrated the effectiveness of SVM in many real world classification prob-
lems( [14], [36], [37]). Compare other popular machine learning algorithms, such as
k-NN and neural networks, it is one of the most robust and accurate ( [39]). In
9
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of SVM
addition, it is insensitive to the number of dimensions, which is a desirable property
for video classification. In fact the computational complexity for SVM is O(m · n2)
where m is the dimensionality of sample and n is the number of training samples.
Suppose we have a set of training samples X = x1, x2, ..., xn where xi, i = 1, ..., n is
a m-dimensional vector representing a sample with m features. We associate a target
class label di ∈ {−1,+1} with each xi. A classification algorithm assigns a class label
yi ∈ {−1,+1} to each xi. In the case of SVM, the goal is to find a optimal separating
hyperplane such that positive and negative samples will be on different sides of the
hyperplane and the distance of the closest sample to the hyperplane is maximized.
Those vectors that are closest to the hyperplane are called support vectors.






where Ns is the set of support vectors. x is classified as positive when f(x) > 0
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and negative otherwise.
In the case where data samples are not separable in their original input space, a
mapping function Φ(xi) could be introduced to map the data points non-linearly into
a high dimensional (or potentially infinite) feature space where the the data points
are more likely to be separable by a decision hyperplane wtΦ(x) = 0 . We define the
inner-project kernel function K(xi, xj) as:
K(xi, xj) = Φ(xi)
TΦ(xj)









Note that SVM never needs to explicitly calculate Φ(x) the mapping function but
only K(xi, xj) is involved. This is a very desirable property. Φ(x) is generally very
difficult to compute if we have no prior knowledge about the structure of the input
space. [1] presents more details about SVM.
Some of the most commonly used kernel functions include
• Radial basis function (RBF) kernel K(x, y) = e−γ‖x−y‖
2
, γ is specified by
the user
• Polynomial kernel K(x, y) = (γxTy + c0)
p
• Sigmoid kernel K(x, y) = tanh(γxT y + c0)
One intrinsic problem of formulating a retrieval problem as a classification problem
is that the output of the classifier is only binary labels but not a ranked list. In
retrieval, users prefer to see a list of videos ranked by their relevancy. In practice,
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the performance of a retrieval system is also more commonly evaluated by average
precision (AP) rather than error rate. Motivated by these concerns, some variations
of SVM have also been proposed. One such approach proposed by the information
retrieval researchers is to formulate the SVM to directly optimize average precision
[41]. They used structural SVM formulation that optimizes a relaxation of AP since
AP is a non-convex function. The optimization method proposed in their work is
able find global optimum while keeping the computation relatively less expensive as
compared to other AP optimization algorithms [24] [3].
2.1.2 Graph-based methods
Graph-based methods are also often applied to multimedia data retrieval. Some
graph-based methods belong to a broad category of machine learning methods: semi-
supervised learning. Compared to supervised learning, semi-supervised learning make
use of labeled data as well as unlabeled data for learning. In graph-based methods,
we first construct a graph with nodes and edges. The nodes are the samples and
the edges represent the similarity between those samples [45]. This graph captures
the global structure of the data. Once the label of some data is known, it will be
propagated along the edges to other data points. [46] proposed a method based on
Gaussian random field and harmonic function. They formulated the learning problem
as Gaussian random field over a relaxed continuous state space. And the mean of the
field is characterized in terms of harmonic functions which could be optimized. They
have carried out experiments on digit and text classification tasks. A follow up of this
algorithm was in [47] where active learning was combined with gaussian random field
and harmonic energy minimization. In [43], the authors proposed a method similar to
that of [46] under a different framework inspired by ranking data according to their
intrinsic manifold structure.
In the work of [18], they proposed to conduct search in a reranking manner: initial
rank list was produced by only using the text features and a graph was constructed
with the nodes as videos and edges as similarity between the videos measured using
other modalities. The reranking problem was then formulated as a random walk over
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the graph. The stationary probability of the random walk was used to compute the
final ranking scores of the videos. This approach effectively explores multi-modality
features of video data. They carried out experiments on TRECVID 2005 data set
and showed that the reranking step could achieve a 32% performance gain.
2.1.3 Ranking algorithms
Instead of modeling the video retrieval problem as a binary classification problem,
it is more desirable to model it as a ranking problem where the learning model will
return an ordering of the shots with the more relevant ones come before the irrelevant
ones. This could be achieved by assigning a ranking score to each video and sorting
the ranking score. The absolute value of the ranking score has little importance. This
is also the main difference of ranking compared to an ordinary regression problem.
Moreover, we could also remark that the order among the relevant shots are not
important, the same case as the order among the irrelevant shots.
[9] designed a classifier that minimizes pairwise classification error, which is the rel-
ative ranking of relevant and irrelevant samples. In order to model the ranking score,
they used kernel density estimation methods. Gradient descendent algorithm was
used to reduce the high cost of computation. Finally their experiment on TRECVID
2005 video data showed that optimizing pairwise classification error produced better
results that of error minimization algorithms.
[14] proposed a multi-level multi-modal ranking framework for video retrieval.
They used graphical method as the backbone of the retrieval system. They pointed
out that the graphical methods had one major drawback which is the high compu-
tational cost. They solved the scalability problem by decomposing the ranking al-
gorithms into multiple stages: text-based ranking, nearest neighbor reranking, large
margin supervised reranking and multi-modal semi-supervised reranking. Ranking
results from each stage is fused with the next stage using linear weighting param-
eters. They evaluated their ranking framework with TRECVID 2005 data set and
their system outperformed the best performing system participating in TRECVID.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of learning algorithms
Strengths Weaknesses




graph-based methods make use of unla-









2.1.4 Discussion and comparison
We summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the above three categories of learning
algorithms in the table above.
2.2 Interactive video retrieval systems
Because of the limits in fully automatic video retrieval systems, a lot of efforts have
been devoted in developing efficient interactive video retrieval systems where users can
interact with the system and provided feedbacks. The TREC Video Retrieval Evalu-
ation (TRECVID) organizes an annual video retrieval task to promote the advances
in this field. Data sources and query topics are provide by TRECVID committee
and the participating teams submit their results from manual, automatic, or inter-
active search engines. In this section, we will present and discuss some of the best
performing interactive video retrieval systems from TRECVID2007.
2.2.1 Overview of systems
IBM has identified three categories of interactive video retrieval [2]: browsing with-
out any particular objective, arbitrary search for relevant shots where only precision
counts and complete search/annotation where the system needs to return all relevant
shots. The search system of IBM uses several sets of features, including text, global
features(color histogram, color correlogram, texture), grid features (color moments,
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wavelet texture) as well as a newly introduced locally normalized histogram of ori-
ented gradient (HOG). Their system extracted 39+155+50 high level concepts. IBM
search system performs late fusion for multi-modal feature sets. It combines result
from text-based retrieval with automatic query refinement, semantic concept based
retrieval and low-level visual based retrieval. Finally, those three retrieval scores are
processed with a query-dependent weighted fusion. However, the interactive search
system is mainly designed to optimize manual annotation efficiency by automatically
suggesting the right keywords, images and annotation interface to the user rather than
providing users’ assistance in model training. There was no active learning algorithm
deployed in the system.
Carnegie Mellon University proposed an extreme video retrieval system
[12] which exploits users’ ability to rapidly scan a collection of key frames while the
system uses the feedback to refine its model through visual similarity, text similarity
and temporal relationship. The automatic search part of the system uses ranking
logistic regression, which tries to maximize the gap between each pair of positive and
negative samples. In terms of user interface, the system provides the user with two
types of interfaces: rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) and manual paging with
variable page size(MPVP). Since the objective of the system is to find as many relevant
shots as possible as opposed to training a best classifier, the system emphasizes on
finding positive samples instead of overloading the users with many negative samples.
User feedback is then used to adjust weighting parameters in the combination model.
Another selection strategy is by exploring the temporal relation of videos. This
approach is shown to be computationally less expensive yet effective.
CuVid proposed by Columbia University [42] is a search engine designed mainly
for interactive news video retrieval. The core of the system is a concept detector
capable of detecting up to 374 semantic descriptions. Advanced users can select the
collection of concepts for a particular query while novice users must rely on the system
to process the text query and select the appropriate set of concepts. Moreover, the
users also have the flexibility to configure concept weighting.
Highlight of the video retrieval system developed by the ICT-NUS [23] is the great
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Figure 2.2: A screen shot of VisionGo, an interactive video retrieval system
developed by NUS
flexibility of feedback strategies. An expert user can select recall-driven, precision-
driven or locality-driven strategy according to different stages of the search or different
objective. Prior to the interactive stage, an initial rank list will be automatically gen-
erated [6]. The automatic search stage uses multi-modal feature set, including text
features extracted from ASR (automatic speech recognition), 39 dimensions high level
features and 116 dimensions low level visual features. In recall-driven feedback, newly
labelled data are used to select features that are highly relevant to the query and the
relevance similarity score will be recomputed. In precision-driven feedback, the re-
trieval problem is modelled as a binary classification problem and an SVM-based
active learning is carried out using multi-modal features. Locality-based feedback
makes use of the temporal coherence of TRECVID 2007 videos and explores neigh-
bouring shots of all relevant shots. An expert user can freely choose which feedback
strategy to use during the interactive search stage. The system also provides recom-
mendation for novice users
The system developed by Oxford University team makes use of several context-
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dependent detectors [26], such as pedestrian detector, face detector and car detector.
The high level feature classifier are trained using SVM. For the interactive research,
the system performs query expansion with sample images provided by NIST as well
as google images. The user could expand the search by looking at particular objects,
similar textual layout, similar color layout or near duplicates. The system achieved
second-best result among all interactive search systems participating in TRECVID
2007.
University of Amsterdam presented MediaMill semantic video search engine
[32] which includes a thesaurus of 572 concepts. The user can decide which semantic
concepts to look up for a query as well as input a text query and leave the sys-
tem to derive relevant concepts.Their approach also treat the retrieval problem as
a binary classification problem. A combined analysis with SVM and Fisher linear
discriminant is then performed on a set of visual only features. The 2007 version
of MediaMill includes interesting extension compared to the 2006 version, such as it
can automatically suggest combination of concepts. Another significant component
of the search engine is its user interface. It has two very efficient user interfaces,
CrossBrowser and ForkBrowser. The vertical direction of CrossBrowser shows the
returned ranked list of return shots. The horizontal direction shows relevant shots
and their temporal neighbors. Therefore users can choose between scrolling down the
ranked list or exploring the neighborhood of relevant shots. ForkBrowser provides yet
more choices of decisions: visual threads, time threads, query results and browsing
history. While different topics require different combination of threads to achieve best
results, it is shown that ForkBrowser and CrossBrowser has similar MAP across all
topics.
2.2.2 Comparison and discussion
In the table below we compare various aspects of system design of the interactive video
retrieval systems. Active learning is not widely applied in these systems despite its
advantage in minimising users’ effort, sometimes due to its high computational cost.
A common limitation of the interactive strategies in these systems is that they require
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Table 2.2: Comparison of TRECVID2007 interactive video retrieval systems
Video feature Combination meth-
ods
Interactive strategy
Oxford High level features,
context dependent
detectors











Tsinghua Text, visual, high
level feature
Linear weighting Weight adjustment,
feedback process ad-
justment













ity to rapidly scan
keyframes




Users provide a col-
lection of concepts for
query




the users to have a certain level of knowledge in system design or machine learning.
2.3 Active learning
In this section, we will give an overview of the current active learning algorithms.
Most of the active learning algorithms fall into the category of uncertainty based
active learning, error minimization based active learning and hybrid active learning
which combines the two.
2.3.1 Uncertainty based active learning
One approach of sampling strategy is based on the uncertainty of labels according to
the current classification model. Samples that the model is the most uncertain of are
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considered to be the most ”informative” for the learning models and will be selected.
The earliest such sampling strategy Query by Committee was proposed by [30]. In
their work, they have shown that the disagreement among a committee of learners is
a good estimation of Shannon information of a sample. The sampling algorithm seeks
to find the sample that carries the most information so that the information gain for
training with that sample could be high. [34] have shown an example of an appli-
cation of the query by committee algorithm in video annotation task. They trained
three classifiers which correspond to three different feature sets to predict a sample’s
typicality score. From the second round of learning onwards, the samples with the
biggest prediction variances among those classifiers will be selected according to the
query by committee strategy. Their experiment was done on TRECVID 2005 corpus.
Various visual features of a video shots are divided into three feature sets. They have
compared the performance of active learning with another interactive approach, user
feedback, which also requires user’s assistance in training the classification model.
The performance of active learning algorithm is better or similar to the user feedback
approach, but requires a significantly smaller set of labeled training data.
[16] presented a batch mode active learning frame work based on Fisher infor-
mation matrix to measure uncertainty. The underlying classifier is the kernel logistic
regression(KLR) model. They argued that the samples should be at the same time
informative for the learner and different from each other so that the user will not need
to label extra samples. To capture the uncertainty and diversity, Fisher information
matrix is calculated for logistic regression model. The key idea of the sampling strat-
egy is to select a subset that minimizes the ratio between the Fisher information
matrices for selected samples and remaining samples, i.e. the most informative set.
To overcome the computational difficulty in solving the optimization problem, the
objective function is approximated by a submodular function and a greedy algorithm
is used to find the optimal subset. The samples selected with this strategy are at the
same time uncertain to the current classification model, similar to the unlabeled sam-
ples and dissimilar to the labeled samples. Their experiment was done on a medical
image dataset of 2785 images of 2560 dimensions. A comparison of the proposed algo-
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rithm with support vector machine based active learning shows that their algorithm
achieves better F1 performance.
For support vector machine learning models, the most important and widely
adapted active learning method was proposed by [37]. First, they introduced the
idea of version space. Version space is the set of all classifiers that are consistent
with the current training samples. The size of the version space decreases when the
number of training samples increases. The idea was to reduce the size version space,
as fast as possible by choosing samples that can halve the version space at each step.
The authors proposed three algorithms for choosing such samples. The simplest one
always chooses the samples that are closest to the current decision hyperplane as they
are the most uncertain for the classifier. Some other variations are also proposed for
the case where the version space could not be considered symmetric. However, those
variations will be computationally more expensive. The algorithm was applied on
text classification problem and was shown to be very efficient as compared to ran-
dom sampling. This algorithm is widely applied in follow-on studies with support
vector machines. In [36], the authors have shown experiment results on three sets
of images, each represented by a 144 dimensional vector. While the performance of
active learning is always superior that random sampling strategy, its performance
does degrade with increasing size of data set as well as data complexity, e.g. dimen-
sionality. In [7], the authors used the same sampling strategy as [37], moreover, they
tried to tackle the problem of extremely large data set by performing sub-sampling
before the active learning sampling. They have also given theoretical reasoning about
the sub sampling strategy. Another application of this algorithm for video retrieval
was presented in [4]. They trained the classifier using multi-modality features and
used late-fusion to linearly combine the results of different models. A light variation
of this SVM active algorithm is presented in [20]. Instead of querying samples that
have the least distance to the decision boundary, they first mapped the distance to a
monotonic function which is related to the posterior probability. Then they selected
samples between the thresholds of T1 and T2. The thresholds are determined using
histogram method.
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Figure 2.3: A simplified illustration of SVM active learning. Given the cur-
rent SVM model, by querying b, the size of the version space will
be reduced the most. Meanwhile, querying a has no effect on the
version space and c can only eliminate a small portion of version
space
[27] proposed an active learning strategy for ranking problem. Each unlabeled
sample is associated with a clarity index which indicates how difficult it is for the
model to rank the sample. Samples with the least clarity index values will be selected.
For pool-based sampling, an additional step to calculate diversity among the set of
candidate samples will be carried out. The diversity measure is based on entropy.
They carried out experiments on 5000 images subset of COREL image database.
They employed a 47-dimensional feature vector to represent each image.
2.3.2 Error minimization based active learning
The work of [29] selects samples that minimize the expected error rate on future
samples. They pointed out that most active learning methods use uncertainty-based
principle because it was infeasible to calculate expected future error rate. Their
approach overcomes the problem of calculating expected future error by sampling
estimation. This estimation could be very complicated and needs to be carefully de-
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signed. Their experiments were done on real world document classification problems
and compared with the query by committee algorithm in [30]. They showed that by
labeling only 25% of the data, they can achieve 85% of the accuracy of [30].
Algorithms that select samples to minimize expected classification error have also
been proposed. In [47], active learning was performed on top of a semi-supervised
learning problem formulated in terms of a Gaussian random field on a graph. The
graph is constructed by having data points as vertices and the similarity among them
as weights of the edges. The active learning strategy greedily selected samples that
minimize the estimated risk of the harmonic energy minimization function, which is
related to classification error. They carried out experiments on two synthetic data
sets and a real handwritten digits recognition problem.
2.3.3 Hybrid active learning strategies
Some active learning strategies use hybrid criteria combining uncertainty and error
minimization for sampling.
[17] proposed an active learning strategy for image retrieval based on a fusion of
semi-supervised learning and support vector machines. Their strategy selects samples
that minimize the risk on SVM classifier and the harmonic energy minimization func-
tions. The trade-off between the two goals is controlled by a weighting parameter. In
practice, the sampling strategy alternately selects samples that are close to the SVM
decision boundary and far from the boundary. Experiments were carried out on the
COREL image database and each image was represented by a 36-dimensional vector
including color, edge and texture information. [15] also suggested another hybrid
pool-based sampling strategy that combines the uncertainty of current SVM model
and the diversity among the samples. It could be considered as a balance between
uncertainty and redundancy.
A batch-mode active learning strategy based on logistic regression was presented
in [11]. Their approach discriminatively selects samples by optimizing a function,
which is a combination of expected log likelihood of the labeled data and the entropy
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of the remaining unlabeled data. The function is rather complex and is optimized
with quasi-Newton method. Their experiment were done on 9 UCI data sets. Each
data set contains not more than 1100 instances, which are of less than 20 dimensions.
Another hybrid active learning strategy which balances the trade-off between get-
ting uncertain images and maximizing average precision is proposed by [10]. The
authors made the remark that in most cases, minimizing classification error does not
lead to optimized average precision, which is a common evaluation method for re-
trieval problems. However, we cannot calculate expected average precision since we
do not have the ground truth of the unlabeled samples. Their method estimates the
average precision by using the similarity of unlabeled data and labeled data to re-rank
the labeled samples. Then the average precision is calculated for this new ranking,
which we have the ground truth. They compared their method to the two popular
active learning algorithms, SVM active learning in [37] and [29] for content based
image retrieval task on COREL and ANN data set and showed better performance.
In [13], the active learning strategy was used for rare category detection. Their
algorithm calculates the change of local density of unlabeled data and selects those
with the biggest change based on a local smoothness assumption of majority class.
This active learning strategy is particularly useful for the case we do not have any
training samples for some rare categories.
Chapter 3
Gaussian random fields and
harmonic functions
In video and image retrieval, labeled data is difficult and time consuming to obtain
while unlabeled data is abundant. Semi-supervised learning makes use of this large
amount of unlabeled data as well as labeled data for model learning.
Semi-supervised learning using Gaussian random fields and harmonic functions
(We abbreviate it as GRF-HF method) was first introduced in [46] and [44] discusses
it in greater details. In this chapter, we first highlight the framework and problem
setup of GRF-HFmethod. We then present the algorithm for finding optimal solution.
Finally, we introduce an extension of the graph-based method to multi-graph based
method that naturally incorporates different modalities of video and image features.
3.1 Regularization on graphs
Let L = {x1, ..., xl} be the set of labeled data, with labels Y = {y1, . . . yn}, yi ∈
{1, 0} and U = {xl+1, ..., xl+u} be the set of unlabeled data. l + u = n is the total
number of samples and usually l ≪ u. We define a graph G = (V,E), where V =
V1, ..., Vn is the set of nodes, which are the labeled and unlabeled data, and E is a set
of edges weighted with W , the similarity matrix. using radial basis kernel function,
W is defined as
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) ∀i 6= j, Wii = 0 (3.1)
where d(xi, xj) is the distance between xi, xj and σ is a bandwidth hyperparameter
that can be empirically decided.
Intuitively, W captures the similarity between data samples in the graph. Note
that Wij = Wji, and therefore W is symmetric with non-negative entries; G is an
undirected graph. We now define a real value function f : L∪ U → R where f(xi) =
yi ∀xi ∈ L. f is a function that assigns a score to each data node in the graph and
for labeled data, the score is constrained to be the label. In video retrieval problem,
this score is used to rank the data. Now we consider some desirable properties of
f . Firstly, samples with a higher score will be considered to be more relevant than
those with a lower score. Therefore, the absolute value of f on the unlabeled data
set is of little importance and f can be greater than 1 or negative as well. Secondly,
similar samples should have similar scores. This motivates the definition of an energy








Thanks to the constraint of f on labeled set, f cannot be a constant function which
is obviously a solution of the optimization problem. f could be assigned a probability










Now we review the definition of combinatorial Laplacian ∆ that will be used later
in representing the solution to (3.2). D is the diagonal matrix with Dii =
∑n
j=1Wij
∆ ≡ D −W (3.4)
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Now we note that








































i − fifj) since Wij =Wji (3.7)
Therefore (3.2) can be rewritten as
E(f) = fT∆f (3.8)
The solution to fˆ = argminfL=YL E(f) must satisfy ∆fˆ = 0 on unlabeled data U and







This form can be interpreted as the probability of a random walk starting from node i
to reach a labeled node j where normalized Pij =
WijPn
k=1 Wik
is the transition probability
of moving from node i to node j. The more likely a node can reach a relevant node,
the higher its score will be. However, with highly imbalanced classes, h(i) may never
be greater than 0.5. Therefore we do not make use of the absolute value of h to
classify videos as relevant or not but only their relative values to rank the videos
according to their relevance to a query.
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3.2 Optimal solution
There are two methods for obtaining the optimal function h. One is by label propa-
gation over the graph. We define normalized weight matrix P as




The process starts with assigning arbitrary scores on unlabeled nodes and the score for
labeled data is its label. Then each node spreads its score to its neighbors according
to their similarity. The new score at each node is calculated as a weighted sum of
the scores of all its neighbors. The process continues until all scores reach stationary
states and no longer change with the score propagation. This final score will be the
optimal solution h. An iterative algorithm for calculating the optimal solution is
outlined below:
1. Initialize h with hL = YL but otherwise arbitrary
2. h = Ph
3. Assign hL = YL
4. Repeat 2-3 until h converges
The convergence of the above algorithm to the closed form solution has been













A closed form solution to (3.8) can be written as
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= (I − PUU)
−1PULYL (3.14)
There is another similar graph-based method proposed in [43]. The difference of
that method with GRF-HF method is that it uses symmetrized normalization of W
with S = D−1/2WD−1/2. The propagation is carried out as
f(t+ 1) = αSf(t) + (1− α)Y (3.15)
This process converges to a closed form solution
f ∗ = (I − αS)−1Y (3.16)
3.3 Extension to multi-graph learning
Single graph-based methods can be naturally extended to multi-graph based methods
for multi-modality learning. Multi-modality fusion can be done in an early fusion or
late fusion manner. In this Section, we extend the single graph based learning to
multi-graph based leaning for both early and late fusion schemes.
3.3.1 Early fusion of multi-modalities
Graph fusion formulation
Recall that for single graph based method, we define an energy function over the
nodes in the graph to be minimized.
E(f) = fT∆f (3.17)
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Where ∆ = D −W is the combinatorial Laplacian which reflects data’s similarity.
Intuitively, with multiple features, we can define different similarity matrices Wg and









g=1 αg = 1
Now we rewrite EG(f, α)






Note that ∆G =
∑G
g=1 αg∆g, a linear combination of combinatorial Laplacians of
G graphs, is in turn a combinatorial Laplacian for similarity matrixWG =
∑G
g=1 αgWg.
Optimization of EG over G graphs can therefore be regarded as optimizing the energy
function defined over a new single graph with weighted combined similarity matrix.
The subsequent steps of finding the optimal f work the same way as in the single
graph case. And the new graph naturally captures complementary features. We refer
to this fusion scheme as early fusion of multi-modalities.
Fusion parameters
Now we consider how to decide the combination parameters αg. Intuitively, αg should
be big for features that are highly relevant to the query and have good discriminating
power. For example, for query about a night scene, we would expect color features
to be the most relevant and should be dominant for the fused similarity. For more
complex queries that require complementary information from different modalities,
the corresponding αg’s should be of equal value.
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Instead of manually assigning values to αg, we can also search for the optimum
values. However, firstly, f and αg are coupled together in E(F, α). We may optimize
f and α alternately. Notice that if we do so under the formulation of (3.18), it is
easy to see that with f fixed, αg = 1 for the smallest f
T∆gf and 0 for the rest of the
terms. This means we will only make use of the graph that has the smoothest energy
function. In order to overcome this problem we use the relaxation method proposed
in [38] to change αg to α
r








αg = 1 (3.21)
The associated Lagrange multiplier is








We note the energy level of graph g, fT∆gf as Cg. With fixed f , we have
∂L
∂αg


















Solving for the above two equations and we finally get















The denominator is a normalization factor and αg is indeed proportional to the
inverse energy level of a graph, i.e. the more smooth the graph is, the bigger the
coefficient for the graph. The parameter r controls the level of concentration for
graph fusion. When r → 1, most weight will be assigned to the graph with the lowest
energy and almost 0 weight for the other graphs. When r → ∞, αg tend to be of
equal value. Therefore, when we have complementary graphs, we should choose a big
value for r while if we think one feature will be the most useful but not sure which
one, we should choose a small r. r can also be decided with cross-validation in the
experiments.
After having examined optimization of α with fixed f , we can now present an
algorithm for multi-graph based learning with early fusion of features that optimizes
f and αg alternately
1. Initialize α randomly such that
∑N
g=1 αg = 1. Initialize f randomly and assign
fL = YL




gWg and normalize it, PG = D
−1
G WG
3. f = PGf
4. Assign fL = YL
5. Update αg according to (3.27).
6. Repeat 2-5.
Remarks on the computational cost
The above algorithm adjusts the combination coefficients of the graphs in each round
of learning. After the adjustment, the combined graph must be re-calculated before
carrying out label propagation. In real large scale graph based learning, the graph
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is of size O(n2). Ideally, we could optimize α in each learning iteration. However,
this involves adding up G graphs in each iteration. In some case, because of memory
limitations, we might not be able to keep all the G graphs in memory but have to save
them to files and read the files when needed. This again adds non-negligible time for
I/O operations. The main cost thus comes from I/O operations and reconstructing
the graph. One possible compromise to limit the computational cost is to perform
α optimization only for the first few rounds. In the subsequent iterations, the fixed
combined graph will be used and the computational cost will be the same as single
graph based learning.
3.3.2 Late fusion of scores
While the early fusion scheme combines multi-modalities at graph construction level,
in late fusion scheme, the original graph construction and label propagation steps
are kept unchanged. The fusion only occurs at a later stage when the labels have
been learned on each individual graph. A joint ranking can be derived from those
individual rankings. This is a fundamental machine learning and information retrieval
problem - rank aggregation. Rank aggregation can be based either on the rank or on
the score. In our work, we adopt score based rank aggregation.
Score normalization
In consistency of the notations we used in thee previous section, we assume that we
have G sets of scores sg, g ∈ {1, ..., G} obtained from label propagation on G graphs
built with different modalities. In order to consider the scores in a uniform setting,





Now we can combine the normalized scores to obtain a final score for each sample
i ∈ U using linear combination based ranking fusion method:





where αg ≥ 0 and
∑G
g=1 αg = 1 indicates the priority of each ranking list.
Energy-based fusion
One way to combine the scores is similar to the early fusion method we used in 3.27.
Values of αg are decided by the energy level of each graph. The assumption here is
that the graph with lower energy is better than high energy graph and its score will
be given more importance. Same as in early fusion, when r → ∞, we assign equal
importance to the ranking lists.
Average precision based fusion
Intuitively, we would want to assign more importance to features that have larger
discriminating power. One way to measure the discriminating power of a graph is
by its average precision(AP). Since we do not have the ground truth of unlabeled
data, we do not know the average precision on unlabeled set. However, if we skip
the final clamping steps in label propagation (assigning fL = YL), we could evaluate
AP performance of the graph on the labeled set. Therefore, we propose an AP-based
fusion method
αg = AP (fg, L) (3.30)
where AP (fg, L) is the average precision of fg evaluated on the labeled data set L.
The definition of AP is given in chapter 5.
Remarks on computational cost
One major drawback of late fusion method is that label propagation must be per-
formed separately on each graph. This is computationally expensive. The main cost
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of single graph based learning is the label propagation stage. Approximately 300
iterations are needed before the score converges on the graph. Compared with early
fusion method with pre-defined weighting parameters, late fusion take G times longer
time. Moreover, with limited memory, it is unrealistic to store all the G graphs in
the memory and there is also additional time needed for I/O operations.
Chapter 4
Active learning on GRF-HF
method
Many machine learning algorithms used in video retrieval systems are ”passive” algo-
rithm because they passively take the available labeled data as input. However, not
all samples are equally useful for the current model. An active learning algorithm
actively decides which are the most helpful data for the current model and asks the
user to label those data as relevant or non-relevant. In this setting, the user does
not need to decide which feedback strategy to use and the user does not need to be
an expert in video retrieval or possess any prior knowledge on the learning model
. In order to select the useful samples, an active learning strategy needs to sample
training data according to the current state of the model as well as the structure of
the graph. Actively selecting training samples for the learning model could minimize
users’ labeling effort. The general active learning algorithm works in the following
way:
1. Initialize learning model with initial training samples
2. Select samples from unlabeled data with an active learning strategy
3. Ask user to label those samples and add them to the training data set.
4. Update model with the new training data.
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5. Repeat 2-4 for k iterations
6. Output final ranking list.
In this chapter, we discuss uncertainty based active learning and average precision
based learning for highly imbalanced data on both single graph and multi-graph based
learning.
4.1 Uncertainty based active learning
4.1.1 Uncertainty based single graph active leaning
One way to select useful samples for the current model is to select those that are the
most uncertain. In graph-based learning, the uncertainty of a sample in the graph
is highly related to the global and local structure of a graph. The score of a sample
is deduced from the labels of its neighbors. Consider the case when the graph is
not connected and has several connected components. This is a realistic scenario
in ǫ-similarity graph where only nodes with similarities > ǫ are connected with an
edge. Nodes within a connected component are similar to each other while nodes
belonging to different connected components are less similar. An intuitive thinking
is to select at least one sample from each connected component. Since if a connected
component has no labeled node in it, no matter how we propagate scores in the
network, those nodes in this isolated components cannot receive any information.
For learning initialization, we might be tempted to firstly identify all the connected
components in a graph and then initiate the graph-based learning by sampling one
node from each component. However, after closer examinations, we argue that this is
not the most efficient strategy for large scale graph based learning for the following
reasons:
First of all, it is rather costly to identify connected components in a graph. A
depth first search runs in optimal O(m) time, where m is the number of edges [8].
Secondly, selecting one sample from each connected components assigns equal im-
portance to each component of the graph, which is not necessarily appropriate. For
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example, for a large component, selecting only one node to represent a large number
of nodes in the component makes the initial learning highly sensitive to the label of
that particular node. Therefore, a reasonable way to sample within each component
is to select number of samples proportional to the size of the connected component. In
fact, uniform sampling on the graph could be a good approximation to the sampling
strategy described above.
Now we consider active learning after initialization. Since the scores are propa-
gated along the edges and the score of each node is obtained from the scores of its
neighbors, nodes that are the furthest from labeled nods are the most uncertain. At
the same time, nodes that have a lot of links with unlabeled nodes are more informa-
tive for graph-based learning model. We define two degrees for a node, degL(i) and
degU(i)
degL(i) = |{xj |Wij > 0, xj ∈ L}| (4.1)
degU(i) = |{xj |Wij > 0, xj ∈ U}| (4.2)
We propose an uncertainty based active learning selection criteria that selects
nodes with a small degree with labeled nodes (uncertain) but large degree with un-





Then the active learning strategy greedily selects the top k nodes with the highest
value of ALunc(i).
1In practice, a regularization term, usually very small, is added to the denominator to avoid
division by 0
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4.1.2 Uncertainty based multi-graph active learning
Under early fusion scheme, multi graphs are combined into a single graph first before
score learning. The uncertainty based active learning strategy can be applied in early
fusion multi-graph based learning without modification.
Under the late fusion scheme, score learning is carried out in each graph before
the scores are combined at the last step. The uncertainty of a node will be different in
different graphs. For example, a node maybe uncertain in one graph according to our
ALunc(i) criteria but it may be very certain in another graph where it is connected
with many labeled nodes. The information contained in each graph complements
each other. We are more interested in the uncertainty of a node with regards to the
entire learning model which consists of several graphs instead of its uncertainty in a
particular graph.
Therefore, we use another method to measure uncertainty in multi-graph learning
with late fusion. This uncertainty is based on the disagreements among different
graphs. We note the rank of a node as τg(i) ∈ {1, 2, .., n} in graph g which satisfies
τg(i) < τg(j)⇔ fg(i) > fg(j)
We propose a disagreement based criteria to measure uncertainty that selects node







Further more, consider that the learning model’s objective is to obtain best rank-
ing, samples that are in the front part of a ranked list are more important than
those at the bottom. For example, in 3 graph based learning, if a node i has ranks
1, 101, 201 and another node j has ranks 101, 201, 301, ALdis(i) = ALdis(j) = 200 but
i is more important than j. We adjust ALdis(i) so that it takes into consideration of
sample i’s importance in the ranking.





p 6=q |τp(i)− τq(i)|
ming τg(i)
4.2 Average precision based active learning for highly
imbalanced data
Many machine learning and active learning strategies make the implicit assumption
that different classes are roughly balanced, i.e. the numbers of samples belonging
to each class are comparable. However, this is not the case for retrieval problems,
especially video retrieval where relevant samples are extremely rare. For example,
in TRECVID 2007 video search task, most queries only have around 200-300 rele-
vant shots among a total number of 18142 video shots, which is only less than 2%.
Many machine learning methods’ performance will degrade significantly with highly
imbalanced data [40] [7]. One possible solution is to do sub-sampling on labeled
non-relevant samples before use them for training. However, when relevant training
samples are extremely limited, reducing the number of non-relevant samples to match
the number of relevant samples cannot improve the model’s performance.
With highly imbalanced data set, the key to improve learning model’s performance
is to try to supply as many relevant training samples as possible. Our experiments in
the next chapter demonstrate this argument. However, there is no way that we can
directly identify relevant samples from unlabeled data set since if we were able to do
so, we would be able to build a better retrieval model directly.
In order to optimize the average precision of ranked result, we propose a sampling
strategy that selects the top k samples with the highest score in each learning round.
This sampling strategy relies on the current model. It aims to include as many relevant
training samples as possible as well as to optimize average precision performance.
Samples on the top of the ranked list have the most influence on the average precision.
If they are labeled non-relevant, the top few samples returned by the model would be
changed. When the model is more accurate, the top k samples will likely to be true
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relevant samples. By labeling them, we effectively increase the number of relevant
samples in the training set which is the key to improve model performance for highly
imbalanced data set.
The only computational cost of this sampling strategy is for sorting the samples
according to their scores. This needs to be done in order to output a ranked retrieval
result regardless of whether we use this sampling strategy or not. The computational
cost of this sampling strategy is thus negligible. It can also be applied to both single





The system is composed of three main components: graph construction unit, graph-
based learning unit and active learning unit. After features have been extracted from
video shots in the data set, the graph construction unit will build one graph for
each feature. In case of single graph based learning, the graph-based learning unit
will perform GRF-HF learning on the graph with the current training samples. And
active learning unit selects training samples from all unlabeled data for the user to
label according to different active learning strategies we have discussed in the previous
chapter. For early fusion multi-graph based learning, the graph construction units
needs to construct a combined graph with the fusion parameters and re-normalize
the graph before the other two units carry out score propagation and active learning.
For late fusion multi-graph based learning, the graph-based learning unit would need
to perform multiple score propagations for each graph and combine the scores into a
final score in order to output a ranked list.
In the next section, we will introduce in details the design choice and implemen-
tation of graph construction units.
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5.2 Graph construction
The first step in GRF-HF method is graph construction but so far we have not
discussed its details yet. In fact, graph construction is a very important step in
graph-based method and we should incorporate prior domain knowledge about the
data. There are various methods for constructing a graph. We can construct a fully
connected graph with an edge between each pair of nodes. This graph will take up
O(n2) memory, which is impractical for large video data set. Moreover, it has been
shown empirically that a complete graph performs worse than sparse graphs [44].
In our experiment, for Corel data set (more details in Chapter 6), we construct
a sparse exp-weighted graph on the data set with Wij = exp(−d(xi, xj)
2/σ2) and
Wij = 0 ∀ Wij < ǫ where ǫ is a pre-determined parameter that controls the sparse-
ness of the resulting graph. Only images with similarity > ǫ are connected on the
graph. When ǫ is small, the graph tends to be more fragmented with many connected
components and more sparse. When ǫ is large, the graph tends to be more dense.
For TRECVID data set, because of the scale of data set, we build k-nearest neigh-
bor(kNN) graph so that we can control the sparseness of the graph easily. In kNN
graph, a node is only connected to its k nearest neighbors. In our experiments, we set
k = 30 based on previous experience on different image data bases to balance smaller
graph size and completeness of the graph. One particular characteristic of video data
is the temporal relation among the shots, i.e. if a certain scene appears in one shot, it
is highly likely that similar scenes appear in nearby shots within the same video. In
order to incorporate the temporal relation of video shots, we reinforce the graph so
that all shots within the same video are connected, i.e. the sub-graph on each video
is a fully connected graph.
Now we introduce the features that are used in constructing graphs.
5.2.1 Data features
First, we introduce some of the widely used visual feature descriptors in content-
based image retrieval. Those features can be extracted from video keyframes. We
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also make use of text feature which is extracted from the audio track of a video as
well as high level concepts that serve to bridge the semantic gap between the low level
visual features and high level semantic meanings.
Color moment
Color moments have been demonstrated to be an effective way in representing color






















where Pi is the value of the color component at pixel i and N is the total number of
pixels.
Color moment is a very compact global representation of an image. In order
to improve its discrimination power, we divide each image into 5 × 5 grids and we
calculate the first 3 color moments for each of the 3 components in the CIE L*a*b*
color space. That gives a 5× 5× 3× 3 = 225 dimensional vector.
Edge histogram
Similar to color histogram, we first quantize the edge information of an image into
a number of bins and the number of pixels fall into each bin is calculated. Each
image is divided into 5 regions, with 4 regions equally partitioning the image and 1
region in the middle that overlaps with the other 4 regions. Then edge information
can be obtained by applying various edge detection filters (such as Sobel filter) along
different directions. For each pixel, the direction with the largest magnitude is set as
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the direction of the pixel. Then we quantize the edge magnitude into different bins.
We extract edge information along 8 directions (each 45 degrees) and the magnitude
is quantified into 8 levels. So in total we have a vector of 5× 8× 8 = 320 dimensions.
Texture wavelet
Texture is another important aspect of image and it has been used frequently in image
retrieval. Generally speaking, texture is about repeated pattern in an image. There
are two broad types of texture representation methods: structural and statistical [22].
Structural methods are more effective with very regular patterns while statistical
methods, including Tamura feature, multi-resolution filtering techniques, etc, use
statistical information of the density of an image to characterize texture.
Each image is first transformed into gray scale and divided into 3× 3 grids. Then
we carry out 3 levels of Haar Wavelet transform to each of the grid. For each layer,
variance of the LL, LH, HL, and HH sub-bands will be calculated. Thus we have a
3× 3× 3× 4 = 108 dimensional vector to represent texture information
High level concepts
To bridge the semantic gap between low level visual features, such as color, edge and
texture, and high level semantics, one approach is to utilize a set of intermediate se-
mantic concepts known as high level features (HLFs) that can be used to describe
frequent visual and audio content entities in video collections. Examples of high level
features concepts include buildings, outdoor, animal, etc. After defining the set of
high level concepts, video can be annotated first to indicate the presence or absence
of those concepts in the video. For 2007 TRECVID videos, a set of 39 high level fea-
tures has been defined for high level feature detection task. The set includes 1)Sports,
3)Weather, 4)Court, 5)Office, 6)Meeting, 7)Studio, 8)Outdoor, 9)Building, 10)Desert,
11)Vegetation, 12)Mountain, 13)Road, 14)Sky, 15)Snow, 16)Urban, 17)Waterscape-
Waterfront, 18)Crowd, 19)Face, 20)Person,23)Police-Security, 24)Military, 25)Pris-
oner, 26)Animal, 27)Computer-TV-screen, 28)Flag-US, 29)Airplane, 30)Car, 31)Bus,
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32)Truck, 33)Boat-Ship, 34)Walking-Running, 35)People-Marching, 36)Explosion-
Fire, 37)Natural-Disaster, 38)Maps, 39)Charts 1. In our experiments, we use the
HLF extraction result from [35] experiment, which has a MAP of about 0.3.
Text features
Recognizable keywords can be extracted from audio track of a video by automatic
speech recognition (ASR) techniques. The TRECVID 2007 videos are from Dutch doc-
umentation program. The extracted text is then converted to English using machine
translation. Because of the non-perfect performance of ASR and machine trans-
lation techniques, the resulting text feature contains a lot of noise, including mis-
spelled words and insignificant words. We then use the lexical database of English,
Wordnetrto filter the text in order to keep only nouns, which are more likely to be
informative for retrieval systems. In total, we have over 1503 keywords. We sort these
keywords in order of descending frequency and keep only the top 300 most frequent
words. The frequency range of these 300 words is between 42 to 2555. The text
feature of a shot is represented by a vector t, where t(i) = 1 indicates the keyword i
appeared in the shot and 0 otherwise.
A summary of all the features is shown in Table 5.1.
5.2.2 Distance measure
Based on the nature of the feature, it is important to choose appropriate similar-
ity/distance measure to effectively reflect similarity between images.
1feature 2, 21 and 22 have been dropped later
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If each dimension of an image feature is independent of each other and of equal
importance, then Minkowski distance measure is appropriate for calculating the dis-
tance. For high dimensional visual and video data, L1 distance has better performance
over other metrics, such as L2 Euclidean distance [38]. We thus use L1 distance for
color moment, texture wavelet, text features. For high level features, which is only










When the visual feature approximates a distribution, such as color histogram or
edge histogram, Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) is often used to measure







However, KL divergence defined above is not symmetric. Therefore we use one of
the symmetrized version of KL divergence, Jensen-Shannon divergence(JS divergence)














6.1 Data corpus and queries
For experiments of this project, we use the data set from TREC Video Retrieval
Evaluation 2007 [31]. This is one of the largest annotated video data set that has
been widely used in evaluating video retrieval systems’ performance. The corpus
includes 100 hours of a wide variety of video, including educational, cultural, youth-
oriented programming, news magazine, historical footage etc. In addition, all videos
are primarily in Dutch and there is very little repetition among the videos. These
new properties of the TRECVID 2007 corpus contribute to the difficulty of this video
retrieval task. In contrast, the 2005/2006 TRECVID corpus which consists primarily
of news video is relatively easier as the speech to text output is more accurate and
text information is very helpful for the retrieval.
Table 6.1: Key statistics of TRECVID 2007 corpus
Data length (hours) 100
Number of shots 18,142
Average shot length 20 sec
Number of video programs 109
Average number of shots per video 166
Number of unique program titles 47
There are in total 24 search queries for the TRECVID 2007 corpus as shown in Ta-
47
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Table 6.2: List of queries (number of relevant shots, out of 18,142 shots in total)
197 Find shots of one or more people walking up stairs. (46)
198 Find shots of a door being opened. (185)
199 Find shots of a person walking or riding a bicycle. (1150)
200 Find shots of hands at a keyboard typing or using a mouse. (105)
201 Find shots of a canal, river, or stream with some of both
banks visible. (195)
202 Find shots of a person talking on a telephone. (49)
203 Find shots of a street market scene. (51)
204 Find shots of a street protest or parade. (174)
205 Find shots of a train in motion. (108)
206 Find shots with hills or mountains visible. (330)
207 Find shots of waterfront with water and buildings. (257)
208 Find shots of a street at night. (74)
209 Find shots with 3 or more people sitting at a table. (327)
210 Find shots with one or more people walking with one or more dogs. (18)
211 Find shots with sheep or goats. (15)
212 Find shots in which a boat moves past. (77)
213 Find shots of a woman talking toward the camera in an interview
- no other people visible. (389)
214 Find shots of a very large crowd of people (fills more than
half of field of view). (255)
215 Find shots of a classroom scene with one or more students. (145)
216 Find shots of a bridge. (57)
217 Find shots of a road taken from a moving vehicle through the
front windshield. (112)
218 Find shots of one or more people playing musical instruments such as
drums, guitar, flute, keyboard, piano, etc. (374)
219 Find shots that contain the Cook character in the Klokhuis series. (6)
220 Find grayscale shots of a street with one or more buildings and
one or more people. (205)
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(a) Query 18, find shots with a large crowd
of people
(b) Query 5, find shots of a river with both
banks visible
Figure 6.1: Examples of relevant shots
ble 6.2 with number in parenthesis indicating number of relevant shots. Some sample
shots for two queries are shown in Figure 6.1. The queries ask for videos concerning
people/things, events or places, or a combination of the three concepts. Some of the
sample queries like ”find shots of people walking up stairs”, which concerns general
person and event, and ”find shots that contain the Cook character in the Klokhuis
series” which concerns specific person. Most of the queries, in fact 23 out of 24 are
generic queries, looking for generic concepts rather than a specific person or place.
To study the effectiveness of multi-graph based active learning methods, we will
also conduct experiments on a small subset of an image retrieval data set Corel. To
make it similar to the video data set which has highly imbalanced classes, we selected
15 concepts each with about 100− 300 relevant images to make up a data set of 2400
images. The details are shown in Table 6.3. We selected 6 queries for evaluation
including building, firework, waterway, parade, forest, and horses.
For all sets of experiments on Corel, we initialize the model with 2 positive and
10 negative samples. We conduct 10 rounds of learning where 10 samples judged by
the user are added to the training set in each round. In the end, the user would have
labeled 100 images during active learning rounds out of 2400 images in the data set,
which is less than 5%. For experiments on TRECVID data set, the model is initialized
with 20 positive and 100 negative samples for queries with more than 1% of relevant
shots (185 shots). For queries with less than 185 relevant shots, only 5 positive and
100 negative samples are used for initialization. In the following 10 rounds of active
learning, the user will be asked to label 30 samples in each round. That’s a total of
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Table 6.3: List of selected concepts from Corel data collection
















300 shots out of 18142 shot, or about 2% of the whole video collection.
6.2 Evaluation method
Throughout the experiments, we evaluate the performances of different learning mod-
els using average precision (AP). Average precision is a widely used measure for eval-
uating the ranked output of an information retrieval system. To calculate average
precision, a ranked list is first obtained by ranking each sample according to the







where |P | is the total number of relevant samples, ri is an indicator function with
ri = 1 if the sample at ith position is relevant and ri = 0 otherwise. pi is precision at
position i, defined as







which indicate the percentage of relevant documents up to position i in the ranked
list.
Mean average precision (MAP) is the average of AP over different queries.
Average precision gives samples at the top of the ranked list more importance
than those ranked at the bottom. It reflects the quality of a ranked list better than
other measures, such as error rate/accuracy, precision or recall. Error rate is not ap-
propriate for evaluating retrieval results especially when the classes are imbalanced.
For example, when relevant class is only 2% of the data set, a model can achieve an
error rate as low as 2% simply by classifying all samples as irrelevant, which is not
useful at all. Precision is about how many of the returned results are relevant and
recall is about how many relevant samples are returned. But precision and recall do
not capture if the relevant results are ranked higher than irrelevant ones. One reason
that we use average precision to evaluate the performance of graph-based learning
models is that the output of graph-based learning is a score as opposed to a hard
label of 0 or 1. If we use the other measures, we will need to perform an extra task of
estimating the class boundary based on the scores, which undermines the advantage
of graph-based method in providing the ranked results. Another measure is ROC-area
which assigns penalty to each mis-ordered relevant/non-relevant pair [41]. However,
it gives equal penalty regardless of the position of the pair in the ranked list. Average
precision assigns greater weight to mis-ordering that occurs higher in the ranked list.
Remarks on evaluation set
Throughout our experiment, we use the entire data set for model performance
evaluation. This follows the convention in TRECVID interactive video search task.
The reason for not excluding training samples is because firstly, if we exclude training
samples and only evaluate AP on the remaining samples, the testing set is not constant
over the active learning rounds. When the active learning strategy identifies more
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and more relevant samples, the number of relevant samples in the remaining data set
will decrease thus making the retrieval problem more difficult. It is therefore not fair
to evaluate models over data set of different difficulty. Secondly, we can not separate
a set for testing because on one hand, for semi-supervised learning, all unlabeled
data are taken into account when building the model. On the other hand, active
learning strategy will sample across all unlabeled samples and separating a testing
set would prohibit the active learning strategy from selecting certain samples, which
is against the objective of active learning. Based on the above considerations, AP
will be evaluated over the entire data set.
6.3 Performance of single graph based learning
6.3.1 Comparison of features
In this test, we conduct experiments on single graph based learning and compare
the performance of individual features. No active learning is applied in this test
and training samples are selected randomly. Firstly, we compare the performance
of different visual features for image retrieval. Figure 6.2(a) shows the MAP of 6
queries (building, firework, waterway, parade, forest and horses) of different visual
features on Corel data set. CM stands for color moments, EH for edge histogram,
and TW for texture wavelet. We can see that overall, color moment is the most
effective feature, which achieves MAP of 0.38 compared to 0.33 for edge histogram
and 0.25 for texture wavelet at the end of the 10th learning round. We also observe
that the performance of learning model does not always increase with additional
training samples. For example during round 4-7 of texture wavelet graph learning,
the performance is stagnant even user has provided 30 more training data. Not all
training data is useful for improving model performance. This highlights the need
for active learning, which selects samples that are the most useful for the model and
minimizes user’s labeling effort.
The second set of experiments are conducted on TRECVID data set for 24 queries
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to compare the performance of visual features, text and high level features (Figure
6.2(b)). Because of the difficulties of video retrieval and the size of the data sets, the
performance of single graph based learning on TRECVID is generally worse than that
on Corel. The best MAP achieved with TRECVID queries is 0.24 compared to 0.38 on
the Corel data set. The performance of edge histogram, texture wavelet and high level
features are very similar, which are better than text feature and color moment is the
least effective. This is different from the result on Corel data set, which demonstrates
that there is no consensus on which feature is the most effective for retrieval and the
result depends on the data. Although the HLF feature we use in the experiment is
not 100% accurate and it is only of 36 dimensions, it is still very effective. This also
explains the trend in building video retrieval systems with large number of concept
detectors. Another remark is on the performance of text features. In contrast to
results on the TRECVID 2006 [25] where text feature played a dominant role in
retrieval, text feature is not very useful for TRECVID2007 video retrieval. One reason
could be due to the erros of Dutch ASR and Dutch to English machine translation.
With random sampling in each round, there is very limited improvement of model
performance for the 10 learning rounds. For edge histogram, there is even degradation
of performance in the 2nd learning round. Closer examination reveals that this could
happen when there are only non-relevant samples added into the training data set.
With too many non-relevant samples and few relevant samples, label propagation
is not very effective on the graph. This suggests that we must carefully choose the
training data with active learning and add as many relevant samples as possible.
6.4 Single graph based active learning
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of different active learning strategies
on single graph based learning. We compare random sampling, average precision
based active learning, ALAP , which selects the top k samples based on the ranked list
returned by the current model, and uncertainty based active learning ALunc. We also
use a mixed active learning strategy ALmix that combines ALAP and ALunc: it selects
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Figure 6.2: MAP performance of different features
top k/2 samples from the ranked list and k/2 uncertain samples. Figure 6.3 shows the
results on Corel data set. And Figure 6.4 shows the results on TRECVID data set.
Firstly, as we have discussed in previous chapter, since both Corel and TRECVID
data sets are highly imbalanced data sets, on all features, average precision based
active learning achieves the best performance and mixed active learning strategy is
the second best. Uncertainty based active learning has similar performance to random
sampling and even slightly worse than random sampling on most graphs. The reason
is because both uncertainty based active learning and random sampling adds very few
relevant samples to the training set (non-relevant samples represent more than 98%
of total samples). Random sampling strategy samples uniformly on the graph and
uncertainty based sampling samples far from the neighborhood of relevant samples,
which is even less likely to include relevant samples. It is also worth noticing that on
the Corel data set, the advantage of average precision based active learning does not
start to show from the beginning but towards a later stage. This is because the Corel
data set is less skewed than TRECVID data set with about 4% of relevant samples for
each query. It is only towards later training stages that the training set become too
skewed towards non-relevant samples that average precision based sampling which
selects more relevant samples turns out to be the most helpful to improve model
performance.
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Figure 6.3: Active learning on single graph - Corel
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Figure 6.4: Active learning on single graph - TRECVID
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Figure 6.5: Relation between AP performance and number of positive training sam-
ples
In order to illustrate our argument that for imbalanced data set, model’s perfor-
mance is greatly affected by the number of relevant samples in the training set, which
is difficult to obtain, we examine the number of relevant training samples in each
active learning round. We zoom in to look at active learning on CM graph for query
206 (Find shots with hills or mountains visible). Figure 6.5, shows the performance of
average precision based active learning, random learning and the number of relevant
samples added to the training set in each round. We observe that, average precision
based sampling selects more relevant training samples than random sampling. In gen-
eral, the performance curve is in line with the relevant samples curve, i.e. the more
relevant samples we have in the training set, the better the model’s performance will
be. We observe that there is a very strong correlation between the number of relevant
samples and the AP performance, which is consistent with our previous assumption.
To demonstrate that ALAP is especially suitable for imbalanced data set, we
construct a synthetic data set which contains 300 images from the concept ”train”,
and 300 images from ”underwater”. Then we compare the performance of active
learning strategies on this balanced data set. The result is shown in Figure 6.6. As
opposed to imbalanced data set, ALunc has the best results. We also notice that
the performance of AP-based active learning is even worse than random sampling for
balanced data set. In summary, with balanced data set, the most informative samples
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Figure 6.6: Active learning on balanced data set
for a learning models are those uncertain ones. However, since balanced data set is
unrealistic, in real retrieval problems, we should apply average precision based active
learning.
Summary
We studied the performance of different features and active learning strategies on
single graph based learning. We have found that the effectiveness of the features is
data-dependent. Images that have distinctive characteristics are easier to be retrieved.
We have also demonstrated that AP-based active learning strategy performs well on
real retrieval problems where relevant samples are rare and uncertainty based active
learning strategy would perform well on balanced data set.
6.5 Multi-graph based active learning
In this section, we conduct experiments to study multi-graph based active learning
strategies on TRECVID data set. We will compare both the performance and cost
of different methods.
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Early fusion parameter: learning rounds
number of learning rounds
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(b) α learning rounds
Figure 6.7: Early fusion parameters
6.5.1 Early similarity fusion
In early graph fusion scheme, we combine different graphs into a single graph before
score propagation with weighting parameter as defined in Equation 3.27. There are
two main parameters for early fusion, r and the number of α learning rounds. r
decides if we want to concentrate on one feature or take into account more features
when they complement each other. The number of learning rounds will affect the
time cost of active learning as well as the performance. Since in early fusion scheme,
the label propagation process is the same as in single graph based learning, we keep
the active learning strategy in this set of experiments to be AP-based active learning.
Figure 6.7(a) shows the performance of AP-based active learning strategy with fixed
number of learning rounds (5 rounds of learning) and varying r. Note that the case
when r → inf is equal weighting. Generally, when r is small, the weights tend to
concentrate on one feature. However when r is large, the weights tend to be equal.
Since the features that we use complement each other, larger r tends to perform better
than smaller r. But equal r does not perform well because it does not take into account
of the performance of each feature for a given query. From the experiments, r = 20
achieves the best performance.
Next, we show experiment results with r fixed at 20 and we vary the number
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Table 6.4: Early fusion learning time






of α learning rounds. The result is shown in Figure 6.7(b). Along with the MAP
performance, we also note the time taken for each query in Table 6.4. We observe
that broadly speaking, the performance increases with the number of training rounds.
However, this improvement comes with increasing cost in terms of time taken for 10
rounds of active learning. The time is mainly taken for re-normalizing the combined
graph. We see that 8 rounds of α learning achieves the best performance.
6.5.2 Late score fusion
In this section, we will examine late fusion scheme for multi-graph based learning. In
late graph fusion, we perform individual score propagation on each of the graph and
obtain several score lists. Then those scores are normalized and combined to obtain
a final score to output a ranked list. We conduct the experiments in two steps. First,
we want to know with a given training set and output of each graph, what is the
best way to combine the scores. In the second step, we study how to select the most
effective samples for late fusion graph-based learning.
To study the effectiveness of score fusion methods, we fix the active learning strat-
egy for AP-based active learning and we show experiment results for three different
score fusion methods: equal weight fusion, AP-based fusion and energy-based fusion.
The results are shown in Figure 6.8(a). We observe that the difference is not really
significant between the three fusion methods. AP-based fusion scheme has a minor
advantage over other schemes. And equal weighting’s performance is good as well. In
contrast to our intuition that fusion combination parameter is very important, it does
not play a significant role in the final performance on this data set. Some research
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(a) Late fusion strategy



















(b) Late fusion active learning
Figure 6.8: Late fusion
Table 6.5: Comparison of early and late fusion
MAP time
early fusion (8 rounds, r=20) 0.41 198 secs
late fusion 0.35 100-150 secs
also suggests that the sensitivity of combination parameter depends on the data set
and sometimes equal weighted fusion can give good results [28].
Next, we fixed the graph combination strategy to AP-based fusion and study
different active learning strategies for late-fusion multi-graph learning. We compare
two different strategies: AP-based active learning ALAP and uncertainty-based ac-
tive learning where uncertainty is measured by disagreement among different graphs,
ALdis. The baseline is random sampling. From Figure 6.8(b) we can see that ALAP
is the more effective than disagreement based sampling, which in turn is better than
random sampling. This is because average precision based active learning provides
more relevant samples to each of the graphs. The difference between disagreement
based sampling and random sampling is bigger in this experiment than that of uncer-
tainty based sampling random sampling in single graph experiments. This is because
we select samples that at the same time are ranked very differently across different
graph and are ranked highly in at least on graph.
After having examined active learning for both early and late fusion schemes, we
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compare the performance of those two schemes in Table 6.5 using the most suitable
active learning strategy and parameters we have found in previous experiments. We
observe that early fusion scheme has better performance than late fusion. This is
because early fusion in fact explores the structure of data samples and preserves the
similarity relations better, while in late fusion, it is a mechanical combination of score
which does not reflects the structure and similarity of data. However, in early fusion
scheme the similarity matrix needs to be normalized in each α learning round and this
makes early fusion to take longer time than late fusion, although late fusion needs to
propagate labels on all the graphs.
6.5.3 Comparison with other interactive retrieval systems
First, we will compare the performance of multi-graph based active learning with
SVM active learning. The SVM active learning strategy here is the most widely used
uncertainty based SVM active learning strategy which selects samples that are close
to decision boundary[37]. From Figure 6.9 we can see that multi-graph based ac-
tive learning achieves superior performance than SVM active learning. This can be
explained by the fact that firstly, graph-based semi-supervised methods have better
performance when labeled data is limited and make use of the vast amount of unla-
beled data. Secondly, multi-graph based methods AP-based active learning strategy
handles imbalanced classes better.
Finally, we will compare the performance of multi-graph based active learning
with other state-of-the-arts interactive video retrieval systems. Figure 6.10 shows
the MAP of early fusion multi-graph based active learning compared with top 8
interactive runs from TRECVID 2007 retrieval task. Our system has the best MAP
performance. Ignoring the time for labeling, our system only takes less than 200
seconds for training. An average user would take less than 20 seconds to label 30
samples in each active learning round. Thus the estimated total time for active
learning would be around 400 seconds. Therefore, even if we add in the time for
identifying initial training samples, the time would still be less than the 15 minutes
given for TRECVID interactive retrieval task. Thanks to the active learning strategy
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Performance comparison with TRECVID 2007 top 8 interactive runs
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Figure 6.10: Comparison with top 8 TRECVID interactive runs
we adopt that selects the most useful sampling for training, the user would only
be required to label 30 shots in each round in this experiment setting. The users’
workload is very light compared to other systems [31] yet our system achieves the
best performance.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
Having examined the challenges in video retrieval task, we proposed a framework
of multi-graph based active learning for interactive video retrieval. Semi-supervised
graph-based method of Gaussian random fields and harmonic functions make use
of unlabeled data when labeled training samples are expensive to obtain in video
retrieval. Each data is represented by a node in the graph they are connected with
edges based on their similarities. The scores of the nodes are propagated in the graph
and the final ranked list is based on descending order of scores. We extended this
graph-based learning to multi-graph based learning in order to incorporate multiple
modalities of video data. We discussed both early and late fusion methods for multi-
graph extension. In early fusion scheme, a single graph is constructed by fusing
multiple graphs before score propagation. The combination weights and scores are
optimized alternately. In late fusion, the score is first propagated on each individual
graph then combined using score fusion methods. We then proposed active learning
strategies that aim to optimize average precision while tackling the imbalanced class
distribution.
We carried out experiments to study the performance of single and multi-graph
based learning methods as well as various active learning strategies. The experiment
results demonstrated that early fusion multi-graph learning achieves better perfor-
mance than late fusion as it better preserve the structure of data. When the data
set has highly imbalanced class distribution, it is essential to provide the learning
64
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model with as many relevant training sample as possible and AP-based active learn-
ing turned out to be the most effective. With an MAP of 0.41, AP-based active
learning on early fusion multi-graph achieves superior performance than SVM based
active learning and other state-of-the-arts interactive video retrieval systems.
Some of the possible future works are summarized below:
1. Graph regularization framework The graph regularization framework is
based on the energy function defined over the nodes. This energy function
ensures that labels of the nodes are smooth over the graph. However, this
energy function does not align perfectly to our final objective of optimizing
average precision. One possible future work could be to investigate into defining
new graph regularization function to optimize average precision which is not a
convex function and is not continuous.
2. Graph construction method Graph construction is an important step in
applying graph-based learning. Yet there is no universal guideline about how
to construct a suitable graph given a data set. It is more of an art than a
science. It would be interesting to study other graph construction methods on
video data set.
3. Early fusion parameter optimization In this project, we optimized the
fusion parameters for multi-graph learning based on an energy function defined
over the combined graph. Possible future work could be to define AP-related
optimization function to better reflect features’ different discriminating power.
4. Extension to large scale database One limitation of the graph-based method
is that before the interactive learning stages, graph construction would take a
lot of time and memory. TREVID 2007 data set includes 18142 shots but this
is still a very small data set compared with the amount of data for a real-life
video retrieval system. It is therefore essential to scale up the algorithm in order
to handle large data set. One possible solution would be to investigate subset
selection and learning methods.
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